FEATURES
1. Quick release hardware allows for easy don and doff
2. Pre-curved shaping for better fit and added comfort
3. Low profile padding adds comfort for long term wear
4. 3 ways to wear: wear alone, over a VELCRO® belt or as an insert in our MRB™
5. Lined with low profile VELCRO® for integration with our MRB™ INNER BELT
6. Not load rated. Do not use for rappelling or as a safety restraint of any kind. If you need a load rated belt, check out our LRB™. Critical use and safety warnings are contained in the product manual accompanying this product. Failure to adhere to those use and safety warnings may result in serious injury or death.

DESIGN
The RANGE BELT™ is a stable and comfortable platform that works great as a duty/gun/gear belt; flexible for comfort but sturdy enough to support a holster and other heavy gear. Wear alone, over a VELCRO® inner belt, or use as an insert in our MRB™.

SIZES
SM  MD  LG  XL

COLORS
MULTICAM®  COYOTE  R. GREEN  BLACK